ALABAMA.
You're more than a Destination, we Reveal the Journey.

MAKING THE CLIMB
In 2020 the world witnessed incredible
upheaval as Americans across the
country took to the outdoors in search
of respite from COVID-19. The 2021
Outdoor Participation Trends Report,
commissioned by Outdoor Foundation,
reveals that in 2020, 53% of Americans
ages 6+ participated in outdoor
recreation at least once, the highest
participation rate on record. With 7M
Americans seeking outdoor activities,
do they know how to find you?

IT'S ONLY NATURAL
The outdoor industry and its partners
are positioned to champion new ways
to engage outdoor participants and
invest in making the outdoors
accessible and welcoming to all
Americans. Collective action through
philanthropy, programming, marketing
and policy can move the needle.
Together, we can help bring entire
communities outside, and inspire them
to build life-long relationships around
your outdoor service offerings.

TAKE IT ALL IN
These one-year gains, however, did not fundamentally alter the long-term challenges
faced by the outdoor industry - leaving a few hurdles we've considered solutions for.
We visually inspiring women to discover a better life & a joyful journey, outdoors!
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& INSPIRING TRAVELERS.

Trail Therapy Lite - Contact for Quote
One full day of content creation is perfect for
taking a lap with our services or capturing a
quick outdoor adventure, meant to last a lifetime.
1 Full Instagram or Snapchat Story
Youtube/Facebook Video (1-2 Min.)
8 High Resolution Photos

The Access Trail - Contact for Quote
The journey begins with one step. Or in this case,
one month's worth of highly visible content worthy
of engagement for the traveler on a 30 day journey.
4 Full Instagram or Snapchat Stories
4 Youtube/Facebook Videos (1-2 Min.)
4 TikTok Videos (1-2 Min.)
30 High Resolution Photos

The Base Camp - Contact for Quote
Here's where you hunker down and set up camp with
consistent content that compels & converts the
nature lover on a 60 day journey.
Consists of Double the content in the
All Access Trail Package.

The Trail Blazer - Contact for Quote
For the thru-hiker committed to long term success.
This package is worth $11,200 in high-quality
content creation and meant to last a 90 day journey.
12 Full Instagram/Snapchat Stories
12 Youtube/Facebook Videos (1-2 Min.)
12 TikTok Videos (1-2 Min.)
90 High Resolution Photos
3 guest blog posts
1 Trial Therapy Lite

Ashley Colon
Photographer Extraordinaire
LifesMirrorImages.com
Sarah Stahl
Visual Creation & Content Writing
SarahStahl.com

@TRAILTHERAPYAL
@TRAILTHERAPYLIFE

